


Open a new file in photoshop… a us paper 
size



Think of a story or narrative that you want to illustrate, I am going to do batman.  Find an image that you can use 
for a double exposure.. If you do a well know character make sure that the image u pic is a little unique, maybe 
it’s a drawing or fan art something a little more original than Christian Bales movie pic of batman

once it is pasted Remember to copy or duplicate your image so you have the original it for later

• fin



Use your poly lasso tool to carefully trace the 
background



When the background is selected.. Click the “select and mask” 
1.choose the invert 
2. play with smooth and feather
3. click invert again



1.While selected press backspace on your 
keyboard  to delete. 



Add a filter from 
Filter>filter gallery
be careful not to take away to much detail!!! 



Make the pic black and white
image>adjustment>black and white



Right click and duplicate the layer
then toggle of the bottom layer



Find an image that will be the inside background to your inner story.. 
Mine is going to be the city with the batman light with bruce waine
collaged in the foreground.. 



Paste the image on top and use Edit>free 
transform to scale it



Right click on the layer on top and choose 
“clipping mask”



Add a filter



Change the hue in 
edit>adjustment> hue and saturation 



Find your next pasted background object
(you will required to do at least 5)



-Edit Paste
-right click on pasted layer and “Create Clipping mask”
-edit>free transform and scale it
-use your  selection tools or lasso tool to cut away excess



Change the contrast and the hue
image>adjustment > hue and saturation



Add a photo filter to the pasted image
filter>filter gallery



Now find the focal point of your interior 
scene. For me this will be Bruce Wayne



Using your lasso tools select and cut out the 
background



Right click on layer and “create Clipping 
mask”



Add a filter from the filter gallery



change the color
image >adjustment> hue and saturation



Collage and use filters on at least 2 more images 
therefor giving a total of  6 image total at this 
point



move the duplicated pic of the head or the 
positive space to the top of the layer and change 
the layer mode to "hard Light”



Using the eraser tool erase a little and lightly on 
the top layer to revel interesting part bellow
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